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AbstractÐThe problem of identifying the faulty units in regularly interconnected systems is addressed. The diagnosis is based on
mutual tests of units, which are adjacent in the ªsystem graphº describing the interconnection structure. This paper evaluates an
algorithm named EDARS (Efficient Diagnosis Algorithm for Regular Structures). The diagnosis provided by this algorithm is provably
correct and almost complete with high probability. Diagnosis correctness is guaranteed if the cardinality of the actual fault set is below a
ªsyndrome-dependent bound,º asserted by the algorithm itself along with the diagnosis. Evaluation of EDARS relies upon extensive
simulation which covered grids, hypercubes, and cube-connected cycles (CCC). Simulation experiments showed that the degree of the
system graph has a strong impact over diagnosis completeness and affects the ªsyndrome-dependent bound,º ensuring correctness.
Furthermore, a comparative analysis of the performance of EDARS, with hypercubes and CCCs on one side and grids of the same
size and degree on the other side, showed that diameter and bisection width of the system graph also influence the diagnosis
correctness and completeness.
Index TermsÐFault tolerance, system-level diagnosis, PMC model, multiprocessor systems, wafer-scale testing.
æ
1 INTRODUCTION
SYSTEM-LEVEL diagnosis, which was introduced byPreparata et al. [16], aims at diagnosing systems
composed of units (usually processors) connected by
point-to-point, bidirectional links. A system is represented
by the system graph G=(N, E), an undirected graph, where
nodes in set N represent the units and edges in set E
represent the links. Edge (u, v) exists if and only if units u
and v are interconnected. The cardinality1 n = #N is called
the size of the system. If edge (u, v) exists, units u and v are
said to be adjacent, denoted u$ v.
Diagnosis is based on a suitable set of tests between
units. Every test involves a testing and a tested unit. The
testing unit u provides a test sequence to the tested unit v,
which returns an output sequence to u. In turn, unit u
compares the actual and the expected output sequences and
provides a binary test outcome, defined as 0 if the actual
and the expected results match, and 1 otherwise.
The PMC model, which is the most widely used
diagnostic model, assumes that tests of faulty units
performed by nonfaulty units always return 1 (that is, the
test has perfect coverage), while the tests performed by
faulty units return arbitrary outcomes. The invalidation rule
of the PMC model is summarized in Table 1. Alternate
diagnostic models assume a different invalidation rule [1]
or are based on comparisons between units [14].
The tests used for the purpose of diagnosis are
represented as directed edges in the diagnostic graph
DG  N;E0. A directed edge [u, v] 2 from u to v exists
if and only if unit u tests unit v. Edges in E0 are labeled
with the binary test outcomes. Observe that u; v 2 E0 or
v; u 2 E0 require u; v 2 E. Throughout this paper, it is
assumed that tests are reciprocal and that any two units u, v,
with u; v 2 E, test each other; in other words, u; v 2 E
implies u; v 2 E0 and v; u 2 E0. In the following, notation
u ÿ! v denotes the test of unit v performed by unit u with
binary outcome . For the sake of conciseness, notation
u !  v will be used to denote both the test of unit v
performed by unit u with outcome  and the test of unit u
performed by unit v with outcome .
Given a set Nf  N of faulty units (actual fault set), the set
of all test outcomes is called the syndrome, denoted . The
syndrome is collected by an external, reliable diagnoser and
it is decoded by a diagnosis algorithm. This algorithm
provides a diagnosis of the system by partitioning set N
into subset F of units declared faulty, subset K of units
declared nonfaulty, and subset S of suspect units. Given any
syndrome , the diagnosis is said to be correct if F  Nf and
K  N ÿNf . The diagnosis is said to be complete if S  ;.
Many research efforts have been aimed at achieving
correct and complete diagnosis, also called one-step diag-
nosis. A system is said to be one-step t0-diagnosable if correct
and complete diagnoses are always possible for all fault sets
Nf with #Nf  t0. The maximum value of t0, called the one-
step diagnosability of the system, is limited above by the
minimum number of the tests undergone by units in the
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system, that is, by the minimum of the node in-degrees in
DG [9], [16]. A general one-step diagnosis algorithm is
reported in [8]. However, the algorithms providing one-step
diagnosis turn out to be inadequate to the case of large
systems based on regular or quasi-regular interconnection
structures, such as hypercubes, tori, and grids. This is the
case of massive parallel systems and wafer-scale VLSI
testing [17], which appear to be the natural candidates for
application of system-level diagnosis. In fact, with such
interconnection structures, the one-step diagnosability is
very small as compared to the number of units and,
presumably, to the potential number of faults.
For this reason, the main stream of research has shifted
towards the probabilistic approach, which tolerates incor-
rect and/or incomplete diagnoses occurring with low
probability.
Scheinerman [20] considered random graphs (i.e., graphs
in which every test link exists with probability p) and
showed that correct and complete diagnosis can be obtained
with probability approaching 1 as n!1 if the average
number of links per unit is slightly above logn. Blough et al.
[2] reinforced this result by proving that c logn test links per
unit, where c is a small constant, are necessary and
sufficient to achieve asymptotically correct and complete
diagnosis. Using similar approaches, Somani and Agarwal
[19] and Huang et al. [10] introduced diagnosis algorithms
for regular systems which provide complete diagnoses
whose correctness is evaluated under a probabilistic model.
LaForge et al. [12] evaluated a diagnosis algorithm aiming
at the identification of nonfaulty units in a quasi-regular
structure derived from grids. They showed that an
arbitrarily large fraction of nonfaulty units can be identified
with high probability.
An alternate approach is based on algorithms achieving
correct, although possibly incomplete, diagnoses. Sequential
diagnosis [16] is the most widely known example of this
approach. A system is said to be sequentially ts-diagnosable if
at least one faulty unit can always be identified in the
occurrence of arbitrary fault sets Nf with #Nf  ts. The
maximum value of ts is called the sequential diagnosability of
the system and is usually far above t0. Once identified, the
faulty units can be repaired or replaced. If no additional
faults occur, the complete diagnosis of the system can be
achieved by repeating the phases of diagnosis and repair/
replace until all faults have been removed.
Sequential diagnosis of regular or quasi-regular systems
has recently been addressed in [11], where a lower bound to
the sequential diagnosability of grids and hypercubes has
been derived. The approach of [11] is based on the
evaluation of the k-partition number of the system graph,
defined as the largest integer Gk such that the subgraph
of G induced by N-X, where X is any set of nodes of
cardinality at most Gk, contains at least one connected
component of cardinality greater than, or equal to, k.
Assuming tf faults in the system, if Gtf  1 > tf , then
there must exist at least one connected component of
cardinality above tf , which must be fault-free. In turn, the
reliable tests performed by the units in this component
allow the identification of a nonempty set of faulty units.
Therefore, a lower bound to the sequential diagnosability is
given by the largest integer Tf satisfying GTf  1 > Tf .
This bound has been evaluated in the order as 
n dd1 for
d-dimensional nontoroidal grids, and as 
n log lognlogn  for
hypercubes. The number of diagnosis and repair phases
needed to repair the entire system is upper bounded by the
diameter of the system graph.
This paper presents EDARS (Efficient Diagnosis Algorithm
for Regular Structures), an algorithm that was originally
introduced in [15]. For any given syndrome, the correctness
of the diagnosis provided by EDARS is guaranteed under a
condition (the syndrome-dependent bound) that is asserted by
the algorithm itself along with diagnosis. A syndrome-
dependent bound (that is, a condition under which diagnosis
correctness is guaranteed in the worst case) was derived
analytically in [5], [6] for 4-neighbors grids and in [4], [18]
for 3, 6, and 8-neighbors grids. The syndrome-independent
bound, which is an increasing function of n, is far above the
one-step diagnosability.
EDARS is reconsidered and evaluated in this paper.
Evaluation is based on simulation experiments covering
two-dimensional grids of degrees 3, 4, 6, and 8, hypercubes,
and cube-connected cycles (CCC). Diagnosis correctness is
studied by analyzing the average of the syndrome-
dependent bound. Diagnosis completeness is evaluated by
analyzing the frequency of incomplete diagnoses and the
cardinality of set S of suspect units. Simulation studies
showed that diagnosis correctness and completeness are
remarkably affected by the degree of the diagnostic graph
and are also influenced by diameter3 and bisection width.4
The latter result suggests that small diameter and large
bisection width may compensate for relatively small degree,
and structures such as CCCs may compete with 4-neighbors
grids in the implementation of the wafer-scale test as the
reduced number of comparators may overcome the
increased layout complexity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Preliminary
definitions are introduced in Section 2 and the diagnosis
algorithm is presented in Section 3. The syndrome-
dependent and the syndrome-independent bounds for
correctness are introduced in Section 4 and issues related
to diagnosis completeness are discussed in Section 5.
Section 6 reports the simulation results. Finally, Section 7
draws conclusions.
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TABLE 1
Invalidation Rule of the PMC Model
3. The diameter is defined as the maximum of the minimum distances
between any two nodes.
4. The bisection width is defined as the minimum number of links whose
removal partitions the graph into two subgraphs with the same number of
nodes.
2 PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
A grid structure of size n  L2, where L is a positive, even
integer, is composed of n units arranged in L columns and L
rows. Each unit is indexed by a pair (x, y) of integers, with
x  0 . . .Lÿ 1 and y  0 . . .Lÿ 1. Hereafter, the unit
indexed by (x, y) will be denoted uxy. Units are connected
to a constant number of neighbors, according to the rules
specified below. Depending on the number of neighbors
(three, four, six, or eight), grids are called triangular, square,
hexagonal, or octagonal, respectively. The units are connected
according to the following rules:
. In triangular grids, denoted G3, unit uxy is connected
to units indexed by:
- x; y 1mod L;
- x 1mod L; y if x and y are both even or both
odd and to xÿ 1mod L; y otherwise.
. In square grids, denoted G4, unit uxy is
connected to units indexed by x; y 1mod L
and x 1mod L; y.
. In hexagonal grids, denoted G6, unit uxy is connected
to units indexed by:
- x; y 1mod L and x 1mod L; y;
- x 1mod L; y 1mod L if x is even and to
x 1mod L; yÿ 1mod L otherwise.
. In octagonal grids, denoted G8, unit uxy is
connected to units indexed by x; y 1mod L,
x 1mod L; y, and x 1mod L; y 1mod L.
Grids G3, G4, G6, and G8 are regular structures due to the
wraparound links crossing the border: For this reason, they
are also called toroidal grids. Examples of grids of size 16
are shown in Fig. 1.
Grids NG3, NG4, NG6, and NG8 of size n, also called
simple grids, may be derived from G3, G4, G6, and G8 of the
same size by removing the wraparound links crossing the
border. This implies that the degree of units lying on the
border is smaller than the degree of internal units: Hence,
simple grids are quasi-regular structures. In this paper,
consideration will be limited to toroidal grids.
A hypercube of dimension d, denoted Hd, is composed of
n  2d units. Every unit u is labeled with a d-digits binary
number denoted labu. Units are connected based on the
Hamming distance of their labels, denoted dH : edge (u, v)
exists if and only if dHlabu; labv  1. The hypercube of
dimension d  4 is shown in Fig. 2a. It is immediate that
hypercubes are d-regular structures and the degree d 
log n is an increasing function of the size.
A cube-connected cycles structure of dimension d,
denoted CCCd, is composed of 2
d cycles of units, each
comprised of d units. Each unit is labeled with a pair (c, l),
0  c  2d and 0  l  d, where c is a d-digits binary
number identifying a cycle and l is an integer identifying
a unit within the cycle. Unit (c, l) is connected to units c; l
1 mod d and to unit c 2l; l, where  denotes the bitwise
exclusive-or operator. For arbitrary d, every unit in CCCd
has degree 3; hence, CCCs are regular structures. CCC3 is
depicted in Fig. 2b.
Given any syndrome , an aggregate A is a strongly
connected component of the diagnostic graph. The set BA 
fu 62 Aj9 v 2 A; u$ vg is called the boundary of A. Here-
after, we will use the word aggregate to mean both a
connected subgraph and its node set . An aggregate A is a
Z-aggregate if u !0 0 v for every pair u; v with u; v 2 A, u$ v.
Given any u; v 2 N , with u$ v, the following properties
are immediate from the invalidation rule of the PMC model:
1. If u !1 0 v, then u is faulty;
2. If v ÿ!0 u and u is known to be faulty, then unit v is
also faulty;
3. If u !1 1 v, then at least one unit between u and v is
faulty;
4. If u !0 0 v, then u is faulty iff v is faulty.
Given any syndrome , set N 0  N is said to be a
consistent fault set of syndrome , iff:
. u 2 N ÿN 0 and u ÿ!0 v implies v 2 N ÿN 0;
. u 2 N ÿN 0 and u ÿ!1 v implies v 2 N 0.
Given any syndrome , there exist, in general, several
consistent fault sets of . If the intersection of all the
consistent fault sets is nonempty, it is proven in Section 3
that all the units in the intersection are unconditionally
faulty.
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Fig. 1. Grids (a) G3, (b) G4, (c) G6, and (d) G8 with L  4.
Fig. 2. (a) Hypercube with d  4 and (b) CCC with d  3.
A directed path from u to v consisting of edges labeled
with 0 is denoted by u)0 v.
Given any syndrome , any unit u 2 N , and any subset
X  N , the following definitions are borrowed from [8]:
. The disagreement set of u is defined as 1u  fv 2
N : u ÿ!1 v or v ÿ!1 ug; similarly, the disagreement
set of X is defined as 1X 
S
u2X 1u;
. D0u  fv 2 N : u)0 vg [ fug is the zero descendant
set of u; similarly, D0X 
S
u2X D0u is the zero
descendant set of X;
. A0u  fv 2 N : v)0 ug is the zero ancestor set of u;
similarly, A0X 
S
u2X A0u is the zero ancestor
set of X.
3 AN EFFICIENT DIAGNOSIS ALGORITHM FOR
REGULAR STRUCTURES (EDARS)
Given any syndrome , EDARS partitions set N into
subsets F, D, and Z, defined as follows:
Subset F is the intersection of all the consistent fault sets
of syndrome . F is constructed by considering the strongly
connected components S1; . . . ; Sm, of node sets S1; . . . ;Sm,
of the subgraph DG0  N 0; E0 of DG, where E0 
fu; v such that u ÿ!0 vg and N 0 is the set of nodes incident
in E0. Set F is defined as the union of those node sets Si
which satisfy either of the following conditions:
1. 9 u; v 2 Si (1  i  m) such that u ÿ!1 v;
2. 9 u 2 Si, v 62 Si (1  i  m) such that u ÿ!0 v.
The correctness of this construction is stated by the
following theorem:
Theorem 1. Given any syndrome , set F is the intersection of all
the consistent fault sets of .
Proof. Consider a consistent fault set N 0 of  and assume by
contradiction that there exists unit u 2 N ÿN 0 belonging
to F. By construction, u belongs to a strongly connected
component Si whose nodes are assigned to F because
either condition 1 or condition 2 is satisfied. By the
definition of a consistent fault set and of Si, all the units
in Si must be in N ÿN 0. If Si satisfies condition 1
(Fig. 3a), there exist units v and w in Si such that v ÿ!1 w,
which implies that either v or w must be faulty. Since
Si  N ÿN 0, this contradicts the assumption that N 0 is a
consistent fault set. IfSi satisfies condition 2 (Fig. 3b), there
exist v 2 Si and w 2 Sj, for some j 6 i, such that v ÿ!0 w.
Since Si and Sj are distinct strongly connected compo-
nents, it must be v !1 0 w. By definition of a consistent fault
set, v 2 N ÿN 0 and v ÿ!0 w imply w 2 N ÿN 0. On the
other hand, w 2 N ÿN 0 and w ÿ!1 v imply v 2 N 0, thus
leading to a contradiction. This proves that F  N 0.
Conversely, consider any unit u such that u 62 F and
the strongly connected component Si of DG
0 with u 2 Si
(Fig. 4). By construction, it must be v !0 0 w for each
v; w 2 Si and v ÿ!1 w for each v 2 Si, w 2 Sj (i 6 j) with
v$ w. Therefore, by definition, N 0  N ÿ Si is a con-
sistent fault set of . Since u 62 N 0, unit u does not belong
to the intersection of all the consistent fault sets. This
concludes the proof of the theorem. tu
Observe that set F corresponds to the set of units
belonging to their own implied faulty set [8].
Set D is constructed by considering the subgraph G00 
N 00; E00 with N 00  N ÿ F and
E00  u; v : u; v 2 N 00; u !1 1 v
n o
:
D is defined as the set of units incident in the edges
belonging to a matching of G00. Intuitively, units in set D
(dual units) are matched in disjoint pairs with the property
that, for every pair, each unit accuses the other of being
faulty. By property 3, at least one unit in every pair must be
faulty. This implies that at least #D=2 units in set D must be
faulty, although they cannot be identified at this stage.
The preceding definition of set D is not unique since
different matching yield different sets and, in general,
different values of #D. As will be apparent in Section 4, the
choice of set D affects the syndrome-dependent bound for
diagnosis correctness. Unfortunately, there are no clear
guidelines to optimize the construction of D. For this
reason, EDARS uses a simple heuristic to construct set D,
generally yielding a nonmaximal matching.
Set Z of zero-units is defined as Z  N ÿ F [D. By
construction of sets F and D, it is immediate that adjacent
zero-units must test each other with outcome 0. By
property 4, adjacent zero-units must be in the same state.
EDARS is organized into three steps, called Local
Diagnosis, Fault-Free Core Identification, and Augmentation.
A formal specification of EDARS is reported in Table 2.
In the first step, sets F, D, and Z are constructed. If set F is
nonempty, Local Diagnosis alone is sufficient to provide
sequential diagnosis. However, EDARS aims at providing
an almost complete diagnosis and the algorithm proceeds
with the following steps anyway.
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Fig. 3. Set Si in the intersection of all the consistent fault sets of .
Fig. 4. Set N ÿ Si is a consistent fault set of .
Fault-Free Core Identification partitions the subgraph Z,
induced on DG by set Z, into Z-aggregates, defined as the
strongly connected components of Z. Let  be the
maximum cardinality of the Z-aggregates. The Fault-Free
Core (FFC) is defined as the union set of the Z-aggregates
with cardinality . The FFC is nonempty and actually
fault-free under the hypotheses of the forthcoming
Theorem 3. The algorithm also asserts the syndrome-
dependent bound T  #F #D=2, with the property
that the diagnosis is guaranteed to be correct if the actual
number of faulty units is less than T.
In the third step, set FFC defined in the previous step is
augmented with units in D0FFC, which are nonfaulty
under the invalidation rule of Table 1. Similarly, set F
constructed in the first step is augmented with units in
1FFC [A01FFC, which must be faulty under the
rules of Table 1.
The time complexity of EDARS is stated by the following
theorem:
Theorem 2. Executing EDARS on t-regular graphs of size n
requires time O(nt).
Proof. Initially, EDARS constructs the strongly connected
components of the subgraph DG0 of DG, which can be
done in Ont [7]. Then, set F and D are built in time
Ont by scanning the edges labeled  !1 0 and  !1 1 (see
Table 2 for details).
In the second step, EDARS defines Z-aggregates by
constructing the strongly connected components of the
subgraph Z of DG induced by the zero-units, which is
done in O(nt).
Last, the augmentation of sets FFC and F requires the
construction of sets D0FFC, 1FFC, and A0F ,
which is trivially done in Ont. tu
4 DIAGNOSIS CORRECTNESS
Given any syndrome , assume that there exists at least one
Z-aggregate, that is, the maximum  of the Z-aggregate
cardinalities is positive. In this hypothesis, the FFC defined
in the second step of EDARS is nonempty. If the FFC is
actually fault-free (that is, every Z-aggregate of cardinality
is fault-free), Step 3 augments set FFC with units that are
nonfaulty and set F with units that are faulty and the
diagnosis is correct.
The following theorem relates diagnosis correctness to
the syndrome-dependent bound T, asserted by the diagnosis
algorithm in Step 2:
Theorem 3. Given any syndrome , the diagnosis returned by
EDARS is correct provided  > 0 and #Nf < T.
Proof. The diagnosis is incorrect only if there exists some
Z-aggregate Zi, of cardinality , which is not fault-free.
By property 4, this implies that Zi is completely faulty.
Recalling that units in set F constructed in the first step
are unconditionally faulty and that at least #D=2 units in
set D must be faulty, the number of faulty units in set
F [D is at least #F #D=2. Assume that some
Z-aggregate of area  is not fault-free, meaning that the
diagnosis is incorrect: This adds faults to the preceding
number, implying that #Nf  #F #D=2  T,
thus leading to a contradiction. tu
Observe that inequality  > 0 (that is, the existence of a
nonempty Fault-Free Core) is guaranteed if #Nf < n=2.
The syndrome-dependent bound is an effective tool to
validate the diagnosis correctness, provided it is supported
by a reliable, a priori estimate of the cardinality of the actual
fault set. Given an (unknown) fault set Nf and any
syndrome  arising from Nf , assume that F is the set of
units declared faulty by EDARS and that T is the
syndrome-dependent bound asserted by the algorithm
itself. The diagnosis is reliable if T is above the estimated
cardinality of the fault set. As reported in Section 6, the
evaluation of EDARS by means of simulation confirmed the
reliability of the diagnosis validation based on T. In fact, as
long as #Nf did not exceed n=2 the average of T resulting
from simulated fault sets of cardinality #Nf was always
above #Nf , except for the CCC11, when #Nf  0:5n.
However, also in this case, the actual diagnoses returned
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TABLE 2
A Formal Specification of EDARS
by EDARS resulted correct. The standard deviation of the
average of T was always quite small, far below the
difference between the average of T and #Nf , which was
generally very large.
It should be kept in mind that bound T depends on the
cardinalities of sets constructed in Steps 1 and 2 of EDARS
(namely, on #F, #D, and ). Such cardinalities are
dependent on the actual syndrome , which, in turn,
depends on the actual fault set. The value of T is also
affected by the circumstance that the construction of set D is
not unique. Increasing the cardinality of D (e.g., by
considering a maximum matching) would contribute
positively to T, but this increase could be counterbalanced
by a decreased value of  due to units being subtracted
from Z-aggregates to be added to D. On the other hand,
constructing D as a maximum matching would increase the
time complexity of the algorithm. The impact of the
matching algorithm on the value of T was evaluated in
[18], where a different version of EDARS constructing set D
by a maximum matching of units testing each other as
faulty was also reported. From the simulation results, the
increase of the syndrome-dependent bound resulting from
maximum matching resulted in less than 1 on the average.
A stronger result regarding the diagnosis correctness is
provided by the syndrome-independent bound, denoted T.
This bound is defined as the minimum of T over the
set  of all syndromes which give rise to at least one
Z-aggregate. Bound T ensures correct diagnosis indepen-
dently of the actual syndrome, provided the foresighted
cardinality of the actual fault set is less than T. Given any
fault set Nf with #Nf < T , let  be any admissible
syndrome of Nf and let T be the corresponding
syndrome-dependent bound; the preceding property is
immediate from Theorem 3 since T  T.
The syndrome-independent bounds for square grids,
denoted T4, and for simple square grids, denoted NT4, were
derived in [5] and [6]. The syndrome-independent bounds
for triangular, hexagonal, and octagonal simple grids,
denoted NT3, NT6, and NT8, respectively, were derived
by a similar analysis in [4] and [18]. These bounds could not
be expressed analytically; however, they were limited by
tight lower and upper bounds from which it was seen that
bounds NT3, NT6, and NT8 are n2=3.
The syndrome-independent bounds for grids of different
degrees were evaluated numerically. For the sake of
comparison, their values for selected grid sizes are reported
in Table 3.
Bounds NT4 and T4 are in the same order of the
asymptotical bound Tf to the sequential diagnosability of
square grids, which was provided in [11]. A comparative
plot of NT4 and Tf is shown in Fig. 5.
The technique used in [4], [5], [6], [18] to evaluate the
syndrome-independent bound exploits the existence of
boundaries of faulty and dual units separating the
Z-aggregates. The number of faults implied by a faulty
Z-aggregate of cardinality  is lower bounded by
#F #D=2  #F [D=2. Since the union set B
of the Z-aggregate boundaries is a subset of F [D, it
follows that #F [D=2  #B=2. Given , the
minimum value of #B subject to the constraint that the
cardinality of all the Z-aggregates is at most , denoted
, was evaluated by meticulous analysis and the
syndrome-independent bound was then obtained as the
minimum of  =2ÿ 1 in the admissible range of .
Derivation of similar bounds for hypercubes and CCCs is
still an open problem.
5 DIAGNOSIS COMPLETENESS
Given any syndrome , consider the partition of set N into
subsets FFC, F, and S resulting from the third step of
EDARS. The diagnosis is incomplete if S 6 ;; in this
hypothesis, it is immediate that S \1FFC  ;,
S \D0FFC  ;, and S \A0F   ;. Denoting by B 
N ÿ S the set of units adjacent to S (Fig. 6), every unit u 2 B
must be faulty and the outcome of every test of units in B
performed by units in S must be 1.
In general, set S is partitioned into a number of
aggregates S1; . . . ; Sh, each circumscribed by a boundary
of faulty units. The probability of incomplete diagnosis may
be evaluated as the probability that there exists at least one
such aggregate, assuming a given number of faults and
their distribution over set N. This approach was used in
[15], where the probability of incorrect diagnosis of square
grids was evaluated by a technique derived from [12].
However, this technique is quite specific to grids and relies
on approximations, which limits the accuracy of results.
This paper relies on simulation to estimate the prob-
ability of incomplete diagnosis and the degree of incom-
pleteness; that is, the percentage of units declared suspect
by the diagnosis algorithm. Simulation studies cover a wide
range of regular structures. One related goal of the
simulation was to gain some insight on the parameters of
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TABLE 3
Values of NT3, NT4, T4, NT6, and NT8 for Selected Grid Sizes
Fig. 5. Comparison of NT4 and Tf .
the interconnection structure that influence diagnosis
completeness. The candidate parameters were the degree,
the diameter and the bisection width.
A notable influence of the degree over diagnosis
completeness is suggested by the following reasoning. The
probability of the existence of a set S whose boundary B is
completely faulty, as is the case for the set of suspect units,
decreases with the cardinality of B. This cardinality is the
union of the boundaries B1; . . . ; Bh of aggregates S1; . . . ; Sh
and cardinality #Bi (i  1; ::; h) may be expected to increase
with the degree. The evaluation of #B is trivial if #S  1
and was proven in general [5], [18] for grids of different
degrees.
On the other hand, consider set X  N ÿ F [ FFC as it
evolves during the Augmentation of EDARS and let EX, of
cardinality eX  #EX, be the set of links connecting nodes
in X to nodes in N-X. Set X will eventually become the set S
of suspect units, and its cardinality is clearly influenced by
eX. In fact, as eX increases, so does the likelihood that units
in X will be tested by units in the FFC or be zero-ancestors
of units in F, which prevents such units from becoming
members of S. Given set X, consider the subgraph X of DG
induced by X. The cardinality eX is related to the sizes and
shapes of the connected components of X. When #X  1,
eX equals the degree, while, when #X  n=2, eX is lower
bounded by the bisection width. If 1 < #X < n=2, it may be
expected that eX will be somehow influenced by both the
degree and the bisection width. This suggests the conjecture
that nearly complete diagnoses can be achieved when the
system graph has large bisection width.
Similar reasoning applies to the diameter of the system
graph. Consider an arbitrary unit u in set X defined above.
This unit may be diagnosed by EDARS during Augmenta-
tion, provided it is reached by either a chain of
0-descendants of the FFC or by a chain of 0-ancestors of
set F. Assuming uniform distribution of faults, the prob-
ability of occurrence of such chains decreases with their
lengths. A small diameter of the system graph appears to
indicate that the chains connecting unit u to the FFC or to
set F tend to be relatively short and, thus, relatively likely to
occur.
As will be reported in the next section, the simulated
execution of EDARS with structures of the same size and
different degrees confirmed the notable influence of the
degree over diagnosis completeness. Furthermore, simu-
lated diagnosis of structures of the same size and degree,
but different diameter and/or bisection width, confirmed
the conjecture that diagnosis completeness is also influ-
enced by diameter and bisection width.
6 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Extensive simulation was conducted for the purpose of
evaluating the performance of EDARS with the regular
structures defined in Section 2. For every structure,
different sizes and different fault set cardinalities were
considered. Faults were distributed uniformly over the
node set.
The simulator distributes the faults and generates the
syndrome according to the invalidation rule of the PMC
model, described in Table 1. The outcomes of tests
performed by faulty units are determined randomly,
assuming probability p or q for test outcome 1 if the tested
unit is nonfaulty or faulty, respectively. Probabilities p and q
are input parameters of the simulator. Simulation results
have shown that diagnosis completeness is not significantly
affected by the values of p and q. For this reason, most of the
results reported in this section refers to the case of
p  q  0:5. The influence of different choices of p and q is
discussed in Section 6.5.
Given the structure, its size, and the number of faults to
be distributed, a simulation experiment injects a number of
different fault sets (of the same size) and performs
simulated diagnoses. The number of fault sets (i.e., the size
of the sample) was chosen to guarantee a target confidence
interval5 for all the output data. The confidence interval and
the size of the sample were chosen as trade-offs between
statistical accuracy and simulation time. For all experi-
ments, the size of the sample was at least 250. Larger sizes
were used when required to achieve the target confidence
interval of output data to be averaged over a subset of the
sample (e.g., the fault sets leading to incomplete diagnosis).
Among the output data provided by the simulator, the
following will be reported and analyzed in the remainder of
this section:
. ET: the average value of the syndrome-dependent
bound;
. %Suspect: the percentage of units declared suspect;
. %Incomplete: the percentage of the fault sets leading
to incomplete diagnosis;
. E#Nd: the number of units declared suspect by
EDARS, averaged over a sample of 250 fault sets,
leading to incomplete diagnosis.
6.1 Diagnosis of Grids
Simulation experiments with grids covered sizes ranging
from 64 to 16,384, fault sets cardinalities ranging from 0.1n
to 0.5n, and probabilities p and q ranging from 0 to 1 in steps
of 0.25. Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 report results
obtained with probabilities p  q  0:5. Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10,
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5. The confidence interval [13], calculated with precision r, of an output
parameter X is defined as the number i such that the probability P jEX ÿ
Xj  i is greater than or equal to r, where E(X) is the average of X
calculated over the sample fault sets, and X is the average of X
calculated over the universe of all possible fault sets of given cardinality. In
all the experiments, r was set to 0.98.
Fig. 6. Incomplete diagnosis: diagnosed and undiagnosed units.
which refer to grids of sizes 64, 256, and 1,024, report the
value of ET expressed as a percentage of the grid size
(denoted %ET). It is seen that, regardless of the grid
degree, %ET decreases as the size of the grid increases. It
should also be observed that, as the fault-set cardinality
increases, set F also increases and  decreases. Recalling
that T  #F #D=2 , this means that the syndrome
dependent bound tends to be dominated by #F. Similarly,
the percentage of diagnosed units tends to be dominated by
the increasing value of #F. With fault set cardinalities below
0.5n, this behavior is evidenced only by G3, as seen in Fig. 7.
This is because the decrease of  is faster in G3 than in the
case of the grids of larger degree. To observe the same
behavior with the other grids, the plot should have to be
extended beyond 0.5n.
Table 4 reports the value of ET along with its
confidence interval (entry c.i.) and the standard deviation
(entry s.d.) for grids G3, G4, G6, and G8 of size n  256,
obtained with probabilities p  q  0:5. It is seen that ET
is above (in the cases of G6 and G8, far above) the
cardinality of the actual fault set in the entire range of fault
set cardinalities covered by simulation. Furthermore, both
the confidence interval and the standard deviation are
small; this means that the diagnosis of grids returned by
EDARS is quite reliable if the expected number of faulty
units is below 0.5n.
The percentage of incomplete diagnoses increases with
the cardinality of the actual fault set and the same occurs for
E#Nd. The combined effect of these parameters is
responsible for the behavior of %Suspect, which is plotted
in Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14, considering grids with n  64,
n  256, and n  1; 024. It is worth noting that %Suspect
increases with the fault set cardinality, regardless of the
grid degree. Furthermore, the rate of increase is more
sensible for large grids.
The evidence that %ET and %Suspect worsen with the
increase of the grid size agrees with the probabilistic
analysis by Blough et al. [2], according to which asympto-
tically correct and complete diagnosis of regular structures
cannot be achieved if the system degree is ologn.
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Fig. 7. Triangular grids: ET expressed as a percentage of the grid
size for n  64, 256, and 1,024.
Fig. 8. Square grids: ET expressed as a percentage of the grid size
for n  64, 256, and 1,024.
Fig. 9. Hexagonal grids: ET expressed as a percentage of the grid
size for n  64, 256, and 1,024.
Fig. 10. Octagonal grids: ET expressed as a percentage of the grid
size for n  64, 256, and 1,024.
The expected dependency of diagnosis completeness
from the degree is clearly confirmed by the comparison of
simulation results referring to grids of different degrees.
This dependency is further evidenced in Fig. 15, which plots
the percentage of suspect units yielded by grids of the same
size (n  256), but different degrees, where fault sets
cardinalities range from 0.1n to 0.5n. The improvement of
diagnosis completeness due to the increased degree of the
structure is more perceivable with large fault set cardinal-
ities. Observe that, on the average, grid G3 ensures almost
complete diagnosis when the number of faults is at most
0.1n, while a grid of degree 4 achieves the same result when
this number is at most 0.3n, and a grid of degree 6 when the
fault set cardinality is at most 0.5n.
6.2 Diagnosis of Hypercubes
Simulation experiments with hypercubes covered sizes
ranging from n  26  64 to n  214  16; 384 and fault set
cardinalities ranging from 0.1n to 0.5n. The most notable
result is that the diagnosis of hypercubes with EDARS is
almost certainly correct and virtually complete in the full
range of simulation experiments.
Fig. 16 displays the value of ET expressed as
percentage of the system size for hypercubes H6, H10, and
H14. It is seen that %ET increases with the size (and,
consequently, the degree) of the hypercube. Fig. 17
compares %ET which resulted from simulated diagnosis
of hypercubes of sizes ranging from 26 to 214 with the same
parameter resulting from hexagonal and octagonal grids of
the same sizes, assuming #Nf  0:5n. Contrary to the
situation occurring with grids, in the case of hypercubes,
%ET tends to converge toward 100 percent, indicating
that diagnosis correctness is not impaired by the increasing
system size.
Fig. 18 plots %Suspect (the percentage of units declared
suspect by EDARS, evaluated over the entire sample) for
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Fig. 11. Triangular grids: percentage of suspect units for n  64, 256,
and 1,024.
Fig. 12. Square grids: percentage of suspect units for n  64, 256, and
1,024.
Fig. 13. Hexagonal grids: percentage of suspect units for n  64, 256,
and 1,024.
Fig. 14. Octagonal grids: percentage of suspect units for n  64, 256,
and 1,024.
hypercubes H6, H10, and H14. Fault set cardinalities ranged
from 0.1n to 0.5n. As expected, the percentage of suspect
units increases with the fault set cardinality. Simulation
experiments reported 100 percent of complete diagnoses as
long as the fault set cardinality was below 0.1n. Above this
cardinality and up to 0.5n, the percentage of incomplete
diagnoses (%Incomplete) was always below 40 percent. In
the same range of the fault set cardinality, E#Nd (i.e., the
number of units declared suspect, averaged over fault sets
leading to incomplete diagnoses) was always below 1.5.
This means that, contrary to the case of grids, the
percentage of suspect units in hypercubes tends to decrease
for increasing size (and, consequently, degree) of the
structure (Fig. 18). In Fig. 19, the percentage of suspect
units resulting from the diagnosis of hypercubes ranging in
size from 26 to 214 is compared with the same parameter
obtained from diagnosis of hexagonal and octagonal grids
of the same sizes. From this figure, it is seen that, contrary to
the case of grids, as the system size increases, the diagnosis
of hypercubes tends to converge toward completeness.
The favorable behavior of hypercubes with respect to
diagnosis correctness and completeness appears to be
attributable to the logarithmic increase of the degree with
the size, as suggested by the probabilistic analysis of Blough
et al. [2]. These authors showed that, as n goes to infinity,
the probability of correct and complete diagnosis in
hypercubes approaches 1, provided the average number
of faulty units in the system is at most 0.067n. This result
was obtained without any assumption regarding the
behavior of faulty units. Simulation experiments reported
in this paper seem to indicate that the diagnosis provided
by EDARS is asymptotically correct and complete, even
when the number of faults is far above 0.067n. This
observed behavior might be due to the simulation model,
whose probabilistic parameters p and q somehow con-
strained the response of faulty units.
6.3 Diagnosis of CCCs
Simulation experiments with CCCs were driven by the
opportunity, offered by these structures, of evaluating the
influence of bisection width and diameter on diagnosis
correctness and completeness. In fact, the (constant) degree
of CCCs is the same as in triangular grids, but the diameter
and the bisection width are generally different and the
differences may vary considerably with the size of the
structure.
Simulation experiments considered CCCs of dimensions
d  4, d  7, and d  11, corresponding to sizes n  64,
n  896, and n  22; 528. The fault set cardinalities ranged
from 0.1n to 0.5n.
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Fig. 15. Percentage of suspect units for grids with n  256.
TABLE 4
Confidence Interval and Standard Deviation for Grids of Size n  256
Fig. 16. Hypercubes H6, H10, H14: ET expressed as a percentage of
the hypercube size.
Fig. 20 reports ET as a percentage of the CCC size. It is
seen that ET is above #Nf in the entire range of size and
fault sets cardinality covered by simulation, with the
exception of size n  22; 528 when #Nf  0:5n. In this case,
ET was slightly below #Nf , meaning that diagnosis
correctness cannot be guaranteed; however, the diagnoses
actually yielded by EDARS resulted correct for the entire
sample generated by the simulator.
Contrary to the case of triangular grid, %ET increases
with size n as long as the fault set cardinality is up to 0.4n.
Above this cardinality, simulation reported decreasing
values of %ET. The reason is that the contribution of 
to T decreases more quickly in CCC4 than in CCC7 and
CCC11 as the fault set cardinality increases above 0.4n.
As seen from Fig. 21, a similar behavior was observed for
the percentage of suspect units. The preceding results seem
to indicate that, contrary to the case of triangular grids, the
performance of EDARS with CCCs tends to improve, to a
certain extent, with the size of the structure. Since the
degree of CCCs and triangular grids is the same, this
appears to be a clue of some influence of the bisection width
and the diameter over the correctness and completeness of
the diagnosis.
6.4 Influence of Diameter and Bisection Width over
Diagnosis Completeness
The influence of diameter and bisection width of the system
graph over diagnosis completeness is enlightened by the
comparative analysis of simulation results obtained for
structures of the same degree but different diameter and/or
bisection width. The structures covered by this analysis
were hypercubes H6 and H8 (of sizes 64 and 256,
respectively), which were compared with grids G6 of size
n  64 and G8 of size n  256, and Cube Connected Cycles
CCC4, CCC7, and CCC11 (of sizes 64, 896, and 22; 528,
respectively), which were compared with grids G3 of sizes
n  64, n  900, and n  22; 500. As shown in Table 5, the
size, the degree, and the diameter are the same for H6 and
G6 and for H8 and G8, while the bisection widths are
different, more noticeably in the case of G8 and H8.
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Fig. 17. G6, G8, and hypercubes: ET expressed as a percentage of
the system size for #Nf  0:5.
Fig. 18. Hypercubes H6, H10, and H14: percentage of suspect units.
Fig. 19. Percentage of suspect units for G6, G8, and hypercubes with
#Nf  0:5.
Fig. 20. CCCs: ET expresses as a percentage of the CCC size.
Similarly (Table 6), the size, the degree, and the bisection
width are the same for CCC4 and G3 with n  64, while the
diameter is slightly different. In the cases of CCC7 and G3
with n  900 and of CCC11 and G3 with n  22; 500, the
degree is the same, the sizes are almost the same, and the
diameters and the bisection widths are different, more
noticeably in the case of CCC11 and G3 with n  22; 500.
Fig. 22 compares the percentage of units declared
suspect, on the average, in the diagnosis of G6 and H6.
This percentage is essentially the same, except for a slight
superiority of the hypercube when the cardinality of the
fault set is relatively large. This result agrees with the
difference in bisection width, which is slightly larger in H6,
while the degree and the diameter are the same.
A similar behavior is evidenced in Fig. 23, which reports
the percentage of units declared suspect in the diagnosis of
H8 and G8. In this case, the advantage of the hypercube over
the grid is more remarkable and this agrees with the
circumstance that the bisection width is considerably larger
in H8 than in G8.
Further insight is provided by the comparison of CCCs
and triangular grids. The case of CCC4 and G3 of size n 
64 deserves special attention because the degree and
bisection width are the same in both structures, but the
diameters are different. Contrary to the situation occurring
with larger sizes, the diameter of the grid is smaller than the
diameter of the CCC. The expectation that the percentage of
suspect units is smaller in G3 than in CCC4 is confirmed by
simulation experiments, as shown in Fig. 24. The compar-
ison of the averages of the syndrome-dependent bound
(Fig. 25) evidences that G3 is also superior to CCC4 with
respect to diagnosis correctness.
The reverse situation occurs with CCC7 and CCC11,
which are compared to G3 with n  900 and G3 with
n  22; 500, respectively. In such cases, the diameter is
smaller and the bisection width is larger in the CCCs than in
the respective counterparts and the difference is more
noticeable in the latter case. As seen in Figs. 26 and 27, the
percentage of suspect units is considerably smaller in the
CCCs than in the grids. The comparative advantage of the
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Fig. 21. CCCs: percentage of suspect units.
TABLE 5
Degree, Diameter, and Bisection Width of Hypercubes and
Grids G6 and G8 for Some Structure Sizes
TABLE 6
Degree, Diameter, and Bisection Width of CCCs and Grid G3
for Some Structure Sizes
Fig. 22. Percentage of suspect units for G6 (n  64) and H6.
Fig. 23. Percentage of suspect units for G8 (n  256) and H8.
Cube Connected Cycles is superior in the case of CCC11 to
the case of CCC7; this agrees with the large difference
between the diameter and the bisection width of the CCCs
and their counterparts in the grids. It should be observed
that the advantage of CCC structures over the grids
increases with the increase of the fault set cardinality as
long as this cardinality is below 0.4n.
Figs. 28 and 29 report the average syndrome-dependent
bound which resulted from simulated diagnosis of CCC7
and CCC11 and their grid counterparts. As already
observed from the comparative analysis of CCC4 and the
triangular grid of the same size, smaller diameter and larger
bisection width appear to positively influence the diagnosis
correctness.
6.5 The Role of Probabilities p and q
Parameters p and q, defined in Section 6, were introduced to
model the behavior of faulty units when testing nonfaulty
and faulty neighbors, respectively. Data reported in the
preceding sections were derived by setting both p and q to
0.5. This corresponds to the assumption that the outcomes
of tests performed by faulty units are 0 or 1 with equal
probability, regardless of the state of the tested units.
Simulation experiments reported in [18] spanned different
combinations of parameters p and q which, however, have
been proven to have a negligible effect on the average
correctness and completeness of the diagnosis.
Excerpts from this analysis are presented in Tables 7 and
8, which report data obtained from simulation experiments
with grids G3, G4, G6, and G8 of size n  256, hypercube H8,
and CCC6 of size n  384. For every structure, fault sets of
cardinality 0.3n were distributed uniformly over the node
set and the syndromes were generated assuming probabil-
ities p and q ranging from 0.25 to 0.75 in steps of 0.25, beside
the extreme cases of p  1; q  0 and p  0; q  1. Table 7
reports the percentage of incomplete diagnoses (%Incom-
plete) and the number of suspect units averaged over the
fault sets leading to incomplete diagnosis (E#Nd). Table 8
reports the average syndrome-dependent bound (ET).
The confidence interval (c.i.) and standard deviation (s.d.) of
the averages are also reported. The percentage of suspect
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Fig. 24. G3Ð64, CCC4: percentage of suspect units.
Fig. 25. G3Ð64, CCC4: ET expressed as a percentage of the size of
the structure.
Fig. 26. G3Ð900, CCC7: percentage of suspect units.
Fig. 27. G3Ð22,500, CCC11: percentage of suspect units.
units and the average of T resulting from a simulated
diagnosis of hexagonal grids are displayed in Figs. 30 and
31, considering fault sets of cardinalities ranging from 0.1n
to 0.5n.
As could be expected, setting p to 1 and q to 0
corresponds to the worst case with respect to diagnosis
correctness. The reason is that faulty units tend to aggregate
and to accuse fault-free units, thus favoring the occurrence
of incorrect diagnoses. However, this malicious behavior of
faulty units has little influence over diagnosis completeness.
Excluding extreme settings, EDARS performs slightly
better in terms of diagnosis correctness and completeness
when p  q  0:25, that is, when the tests executed by faulty
units produce outcomes 0 with higher probability. The
reason is that, in this case, most faulty units can be
diagnosed by the algorithm exploiting properties 1 and 2
of the PMC model, reported in Section 2. Conversely, the
combination p  q  0:75 is relatively unfavorable with
respect to diagnosis completeness. The reason is that this
setting tends to reduce the number of units diagnosed
faulty during Local Diagnosis or declared faulty by the
ªzero-ancestorº rule during Augmentation.
7 CONCLUSIONS
An algorithm for the diagnosis of massive, regularly
interconnected systems (EDARS) has been analyzed. Given
a syndrome , EDARS returns a possibly incomplete
diagnosis and a syndrome-dependent bound T. The
diagnosis provided by EDARS is correct provided the
cardinality of the actual fault set is less than T. The time
complexity of EDARS is Ont when executed on regular
structures of degree t and size n.
Evaluation of EDARS was based on extensive simulation,
which covered regular structures of different degrees,
diameters, and bisection widths. Grids of degrees 3, 4, 6,
and 8, hypercubes, and cube-connected cycles were
considered. The simulation results showed that the degree
of the system graph has a strong impact on diagnosis
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Fig. 28. G3Ð900, CCC7: ET expressed as a percentage of the size of
the structure.
Fig. 29. G3Ð22,500, CCC11: ET expressed as a percentage of the
size of the structure.
Fig. 30. Hexagonal grids: percentage of suspect units for different values
of p and q (n  256).
Fig. 31. Hexagonal grids: ET expressed as a percentage of the grid
size for different values of p and q (n  256).
completeness and also affects diagnosis correctness.
Furthermore, a comparative analysis of performance of
EDARS with hypercubes and CCCs on one side and grids of
the same size and degree on the other side showed that
diameter and bisection width also appear to influence the
diagnosis correctness and completeness.
The evidence that, besides the degree, the diameter and
bisection width of the system graph also influence the
diagnosis completeness is a relevant result in view of the
application of EDARS to wafer-scale testing, where almost
complete diagnosis is a crucial issue. If almost complete
diagnosis could only be achieved by increasing the degree,
the cost of the interconnection structure to be embedded on
the wafer could be intolerable. The evaluation reported in
this paper suggests that cost/performance trade-offs based
on different choices of degree, diameter, and bisection
width could be pursued, leading to the identification of
ªgoodº interconnection structures for the purpose of wafer-
scale testing.
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